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Outline
§Neonatal brain MR imaging
§Reference models of brain development
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Neonatal brain imaging -
dHCP
§Developing Human Connectome Project (dHCP)

§ dHCP dataset includes a large number of healthy, 
term born infants which allow definition of typical 
development with previously unobtainable precision.

§ data for investigating typical and atypical brain development across 
the perinatal period
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Edwards et al. The Developing Human Connectome Project Neonatal Data Release, Frontiers in Neuroscience, 2022



Neonatal brain imaging -
dHCP
§ improved image acquisition 

methods and analysis tools
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Makropoulos, Robinson et al. The developing human 
connectome project: A minimal processing pipeline for neonatal 
cortical surface reconstruction, Neuroimage, 2018



dHCP - exemplar surfaces and feature sets 
for an individual scanned at 40 weeks PMA 
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J. Bozek et al. Construction of a neonatal cortical surface atlas using Multimodal Surface Matching in the Developing 
Human Connectome Project, NeuroImage, 2018



First spatio-temporal atlas based on cortical 
surfaces of the developing brain around term age

6J. Bozek et al. Construction of a neonatal cortical surface atlas using Multimodal Surface Matching in the Developing 
Human Connectome Project, NeuroImage, 2018
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dHCP: Automated processing pipelines for fMRI

7Fitzgibbon et al. The developing Human Connectome Project automated functional 
processing framework for neonates, OHBM, 2018

PROFUMO modes assessed as corresponding to adult visual, sensorimotor, auditory, default mode network (DMN), 
dorsal attentional network (DAN) and executive control (Exec) resting-state networks



dHCP: Automated processing pipelines for dMRI
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Bastiani et al. Automated processing pipeline for neonatal 
diffusion MRI in the developing Human Connectome Project, 
Neuroimage, 2019

Maximum intensity projections of the 
automated probabilistic tractography 
results averaged across 80 dHCP
subjects (20 subjects per age bin).
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Neonatal brain imaging - PERINEDO
§Perinatal biomarkers of normal and abnormal preterm infant 

brain development indicated by the structural and diffusion MRI
§ PI Prof Milan Radoš, Croatian Institute for Brain Research

§ These biomarkers would help to timely identify preterm infants 
that are going to require early intervention therapy

§ 40 preterm infants (born in weeks 22–37) scanned so far, aim to 
scan 160

§Use dHCP pipelines for automated processing
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Adult brain MR imaging
§Human Connectome Project (HCP)

§ USA based, mostly Caucasian participants
§Chinese Human Connectome Project (CHCP)
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G. Yang, S. Zhou, J. Bozek et al., Sample sizes and population differences in brain template construction, NeuroImage, 2020

Assess brain morphology 
differences between Chinese 
and Caucasian populations

Construct Chinese and Caucasian volumetric brain templates



Brain development - normative modelling
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Figure credit: M. Jenkinson, Oxford

Bethlehem et al. Brain charts for the human lifespan, Nature, 2022



Summary
§Reference models are essential for assessment of brain 

development

§Early detection of abnormal brain development identifies 
children that need early intervention therapy thereby improving 
the overall neurodevelopmental outcome

§Similarly in adulthood and early detection of Alzheimer's 
disease before the onset of clinical symptoms
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Thank you!
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